
I was right to be nervous; this is a tough read. Professor Brakel
seeks to present psychoanalysis as a theory of mind, using
arguments from the general philosophy of mind. Specifically,
she seeks to argue that there are two types of thinking described
in psychoanalytic theory: what one might think of as ‘everyday’
secondary process thinking and primary process thinking that is
found in dreams, ‘slips of the tongue’ and other ‘a-rational’ forms
of thought. What Brakel wants to emphasise is that unconscious
mentation is not irrational but a-rational, by which she means that
it operates, as it were, on a different epistemological footing.

I need to be honest here; I did not understand the book fully.
Not that Brakel is not a readable writer; she has a warm and
engaging style, which is welcome in such an intellectually
challenging work. She is clearly an expert in her field, and her
enthusiasm for her subject comes clearly across. Yet I could not
help feeling stymied, brought up short against a level of discourse
that was inaccessible to me. In the context of the argument, I was
surprised not to see some discussion of Matte Bianco’s work on
different forms of mentation but then I realised that I would
probably not understand where his work fits in. The book also
requires the reader to engage with basic psychoanalytic tenets a
priori, which to my mind gave a hint of something tautological.

I suspect that this is a book by a philosopher of psycho-
analysis, written for other philosophers of psychoanalysis; and I
am in awe at the level of discussion there must be at their dinner
parties. But my mind is not shaped for such ‘sportive tricks’ (as it
were), so I came away feeling frustrated. Perhaps Professor Brakel
could write an introductory text that would let non-analysts join
the discussion.
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In the manner of great music compilation albums, the authors of
this volume have managed to squeeze in virtually ‘all killer and
(almost) no filler’. The book opens with a brief overture that gives
the reader a chance to hear the themes that will be developed
throughout – that analytic thinking adds depth and complexity
to general psychiatric practice more generally and remains
relevant even within the confines of a market-based health
economy. The latter perhaps leading to the aptly named title of
the first chapter, ‘Making a little go a long way’.

The choice of chapters and the order in which they are set
gives the book a clear structure, taking the reader from working

with people in the early phases of their development through to
adulthood. The book then moves beyond individuals into how
analytic ideas can be extended to have value and meaning within
mental health work more generally, including the poignant
chapter on helping ‘doctors in trouble’ wherein clinical material
from analytic sessions with two different struggling doctors is
given. Analytic theory can be atonal on the page but the
descriptions of clinical work that illuminate this book provide a
richness that keeps one hooked. They also serve to show how
working in the National Health Service is a matter of engaging
in applied rather than pure psychoanalysis.

The leitmotif in the work appeared to be the idea of
containment, which was elegantly explained, albeit in a number
of chapters. As somebody embedded within an analytic training,
this duplication of content was one of the minor drawbacks of
the book but to those coming afresh, repetition of these ideas
may be the mother of study. The few other disharmonious
moments were as a result of what might be regarded as a slightly
self-satisfied view of psychoanalysis, although these were tempered
by a willingness on the part of most authors to engage with the
rest of psychiatry instead of feeling embattled by that contact.
With this in mind, in the chapter ‘Psychoanalysis and general
psychiatry’ by the late Richard Lucas, there is a quote from Freud
that would best be kept in mind by practitioners who are on either
side of, or indeed straddle, this imaginary divide: ‘What is
opposed to psychoanalysis is not psychiatry but psychiatrists’.
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Bold are the publishers and authors who assert that any text is ‘the
definitive’ one, as has been stated here, but most certainly this
book does represent a very comprehensive coverage of the
relationship between mental health and disaster. By ‘disasters’
the authors mean so-called natural incidents, technological
incidents and those events associated with mass violence.

The book is divided into seven thematic sections, incorporating
35 chapters. A wide range of key topics are addressed, including
specialist mental health interventions, vulnerable groups,
traumatic grief, resilience and psychopathology in all its guises.
In addition, there is valuable coverage of cross-cultural issues,
physical health problems, and journalism and the media.
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